
A. Introduction and background of the main 
event
Rotterdam celebrates the city! looks back on 75 years of 

post-war reconstruction. After a period of commemorating, now 

the time has come to celebrate together as citizens of Rotter-

dam what we have achieved with each other. With this festive 

and cultural series of events, Rotterdam continues its long 

tradition of reconstruction events that have been organised ever 

since 1950. Meanwhile, the city of Rotterdam has become a 

popular, must-see destination for visitors from all around the 

globe.

B. Description and purpose of event within 
Festival
Internationally acclaimed and Rotterdam based architect Winy 

Maas had a dream: a 90ft tall stairs that leans against one of 

the most important buildings of the city The Groot Handels-

gebouw, directly in front of the Central Railway station. It was 

much more ‘just something spectacular’. It was a collective 

experience, a discovery and a plea for the use of rooftops and 

other unused space in the city.  It connected the recently 

renewed Stationsplein with The Groot Handelsgebouw, the 

largest business complex of The Netherlands and a national 

monument through 140 steps.

De Trap (The Stairs) is one of the many projects within Rotter-

dam Celebrates The City!.

The purpose of De Trap was to draw attention to:

- The history of the city and the results of the reconstruction 

after WW2;

- To create a collective experience in which people of all walks 

of life, and from all ethnic groups together climb the stairs 

and oversee the city;

- To draw attention to all the other projects of the event 

Rotterdam celebrates the city. 

C. target audience and attendance/ number 
of participants
The target group of De Trap were the inhabitants of Rotterdam 

and the rest of The Netherlands and visitors/tourist. An 

extensive media campaign helped with reaching the audience. 

De Trap attracted 368.611 visitors in a five week period. 

D. Overall revenue/ expense budget of event
The total costs of the projects was € 508.000, from which 50% 

was donated by the city and 50% by sponsors and charities. 

 

E. Tie-in program to the main festival
Rotterdam celebrates the city is a cultural program which 

celebrates the city. This program focuses on the past, the 

present, and the future. From the roof, the audience could see 

the spots where Rotterdam was impacted during the Blitz of 

1940, but also the buildings that were erected during the 75 

years of reconstruction. Information boards supported the view, 

but the audience could also watch an informative film that 

played all day long in the Kriterion, the cinema on top of the roof. 

People could enjoy a drink in the temporary bar.

Part of a series of debates with the future of Rotterdam as topic, 

one of the debates was also held in Kriterion. 

F. Duration of the program (start to finish) 
and years the program has been part of the 
event
De Trap was opened on May 16th by Ahmed Aboutaleb, the 

mayor of Rotterdam. The ceremony included drummers, that 

used the stairs as their instruments, brass bands and a spectac-
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ular act by stunt cyclist on specially prepared bikes. As they 

made their way down the 140 steps, the mayor opened De Trap 

to the general public. De Trap was closed on June 19th with an 

equal spectacular closing ceremony that included a perfor-

mance by Dutch icon Lee Towers. 

De Trap was a one-off event. Rotterdam Celebrates the City!, 

which De Trap was a part of, is also a one-off event, commemo-

rating 75 years of reconstruction.

G. Description of sponsor/ charity
50% of the budget was financed by companies that played an 

important role in the rebuilding of their city. A Rotterdam-based 

Online retailer sponsored 25 binoculars giving the audience a 

more detailed view of the city, allowing them to see the 

reconstructed sites up close.

H. What makes the event unique and 
creative?
It combines a simple, but spectacular idea: a stunning design, 

love for the history of the city and a serious proposal for future 

development of the city.  

I. Overall effectiveness/success of the 
program 
De Trap made a huge impact. It attracted an average of 1000 

people per hour, in good and bad weather. It stimulated creative 

and crazy ideas like a greengrocer that turned De Trap into the 

largest fruit bowl in the world and a student from the TU Delft 

(technical university) that let his robot make the climb. Hollands 

Next Topmodel (the Dutch/ Belgian version of America’s Next 

Top Model) used it as a runway for their fashion shoot. Local and 

national media reported about it daily. Newspapers from 

countries as far away as Chile, Taiwan and Hong Kong published 

pictures of it, as well as online newspapers like the Huffington 

post. 

After the event, the scaffolding company Dutch Steigers turned 

the steps into 200 unique garden sofas. Within a couple of 

hours, they sold out. 

Huftington Post: 
Rotterdam’s Incredible Scaffold Staircase Is Unlike Anything 

We’ve Ever Seen.

treehugger.com
at Treehugger we are big fans of stairs as a carbon-free way of 

getting people up and down while keeping them fit. So of course 

we love this giant stair being built up the side of a building in 

Rotterdam.

De Volkskrant
De Trap allows access to a panorama of Rotterdam. You 

shouldn't have vertigo, but it sure is worth the muscle ache of 

climbing the 180 steps of De Trap. 

Metronieuws:
De Trap in Rotterdam “huge success!”

AD
Huge crowds on the last day of the “super stairs” of Rotterdam.

Long lines at De Trap in Rotterdam on Sunday, The last day that 

people can climb the structure that carries them to the roof of 

the Groot Handelsgebouw. Many visitors take the opportunity to 

make the climb one final time to enjoy the view over the 

Maasstad. 

NOS op 3 (national television)
De Trap “it makes a heart born in Rotterdam beat faster.”

Supporting questions
What challenges / obstacles did you foresee/ 
encounter in creating in the program and how 
did you handle them?
The most visible and most successful project in retrospective 

was also the hardest to realise. Two months before the planned 

opening the future of the project was still uncertain, because it 

was forbidden to build constructions on the place where it was 

developed for: the square in front of the Central railway station.  

This became very sensitive and serious after the Paris and 

Brussels terrorist attacks and led to a negative permit advise by 

city officials. After consulting several experts, the mayor of 

Rotterdam decided that it was more important to be a ‘city 

without fear’ and gave us the permit. Therefore the stairs also 

became a symbol of an open city that believes in its future – like 

it did after the city was destroyed in WW2 – and protects and 

shows the western liberal lifestyle.
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